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Giedrius Subaþius

The Influence of Clandestine Standard Lithuanian
in the Latin Alphabet on the Official Lithuanian
in Cyrillic Letters (1864–1904)1
Lithuania was ruled by the Russian empire from 1795 to 1915. The Russian authorities
were very upset by the insurrection against Russia which took place in Poland and
Lithuania in 1863. The authorities decided that they could reduce the Polish cultural
influence among Lithuanians by prohibiting the usage of the so-called “Polish” (Latin)
script. They did not want to accept the existing Lithuanian tradition of printing in the Latin
alphabet (or in Gothic type), a tradition which had existed since 1547. Instead of the
traditional “Polish” (Latin) script they offered their own Cyrillic alphabet and launched the
production of Lithuanian Cyrillic books at their own expense. This prohibition lasted from
1864 till 1904.
The objective of my article is to prove the presence of the linguistic influence of
clandestine (underground, illegal, banned, secret) Standard Lithuanian in the Latin script on
the books printed in Cyrillic letters during the years of prohibition (1864–1904). In my
earlier articles on the development of Lithuanian Cyrillic orthography I have singled out
four periods in its evolution2 and have analyzed the initial models of Russian alphabet
adaptation for Lithuanian in the years 1864–1866.3 Daiva Litvinskaitơ has analyzed the
orthography of one Lithuanian book in Cyrillic letters.4
1. Before the Emergence of Standard Lithuanian
At the time when the Latin letters were prohibited (1864), there was no single Lithuanian
standard yet. Those Russian functionaries, who endeavored to establish the Cyrillic letters,
occasionally employed this fact to bolster their argument. According to them, since
Lithuanian was merely a group of dialects, the Russian script should help shaping norms of
Lithuanian, it would make the language uniform. Mikhail Dolbilov points out that
“Evolution from dialects to a more or less uniform language was characterized [by the
functionaries] as a civilizing influence of the [Russian] government. In 1864 N. Novikov
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I want to express my sincere gratitude to Prof. William R. Schmalstieg who edited the style of this article.
See Giedrius Subaþius, Development of the Cyrillic Orthography for Lithuanian in 1864–1904, in: Lituanus
51 (2005), Nr. 2, pp. 29-55.
Giedrius Subaþius, Lietuviška ir rusiška lietuviškǐ spaudiniǐ kirilika 1864–1866 metais [The Lithuanian
versus Russian Cyrillic Alphabet in Lithuanian Texts of 1864–1866], in: Raidžiǐ draudimo metai [The Years
of the Ban on Letters]. Vilnius 2004, pp. 139-173.
Daiva Litvinskaitơ, Kirilikos Evangelijǐ (ȿɜɚɧɝɟɥiɟɫɴ, 1865) rašyba: Laurynas Ivinskis ir Jonas Kreþinskis
[The Orthography of the Lithuanian Cyrillic (ȿɜɚɧɝɟɥiɟɫɴ, 1865): Laurynas Ivinskis and Jonas Kreþinskis],
in: Archivum Lithuanicum 7 (2005), pp. 123-138.
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believed that the introduction of the Russian alphabet implied a certain standardization for
Lithuanian”.5 (Translations by Giedrius Subaþius)
Even if no single Standard Lithuanian had emerged before 1864 there were certain
major tendencies in the standardization of Lithuanian in Latin letters. Linguistic
peculiarities of Lowland Lithuanian dialects (in western and northwestern Lithuania) and
Highland dialects of central Lithuania were often dominant in texts just before 1864. The
center of the Lowland Diocese and the capital city Vilnius were the major locations of
Lithuanian editorial activities (printing was carried out in Vilnius alone). In 1864, however,
these activities were abruptly stopped. After the Polish-Lithuanian insurrection in 1863
against Russia the Lowland diocesan center was moved to Kaunas – far away from the
Lowland dialect speaking territory, and deep into the territory of Highland Lithuanians.
Thus, along with the prohibition on Latin letters the Lowlanders lost their center, which had
been a vital force for the development of the written variety in their dialect/s.
One more variety of written Lithuanian in Gothic (and sometimes in Latin) letters was
developing in East Prussia. The Prussian tradition of publishing Lithuanian books in the
local southwestern Highland Lithuanian dialect had lasted about 300 years, and those
publications were always beyond the range of the Russian tsar. So that was the only
tradition that kept on developing after all other varieties in Lithuania were completely
stopped.
In 1856 there was a very influential grammar of Lithuanian Litauische Grammatik
(further: SchlG) published in Prague by August Schleicher. Being a German linguist he had
gone to live in East Prussia among Lithuanians. He both analyzed the spoken Lithuanian
language, and studied the written tradition of East Prussian Lithuanians. His grammar was
based on this Eastern Prussian Lithuanian written tradition; he kept many orthographic and
phonetic features found in Lithuanian texts of that region. Schleicher published his
grammar in Latin letters, however (in contrast to many other East Prussian Lithuanian texts
printed in Gothic type).
Nobody considered Schleicher’s work to be a grammar of Standard Lithuanian. Still it
was very well known and many Lithuanians who participated in the production of illegal
Lithuanian books in the Latin script eagerly used it.
East Prussian Lithuanian linguistic norms were exerting influence on some Cyrillic
Lithuanian texts. For example, Jonas Juška’s Lithuanian Folk Songs (1867) was in a sense
a revolutionary publication in the context of other Lithuanian Cyrillic publications during
the years 1864–1867. Mostly under the influence of the East Prussian Lithuanian texts
Juška introduced many non-Russian orthographic features.
To demonstrate here the influence of the East Prussian Lithuanian tradition I will
compare Juška’s Lithuanian Cyrillic orthography to that of Schleicher’s grammar. Juška
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Michail Dolbilov, Imperijos biurokratija ir lietuviǐ kalbos lotyniškais rašmenimis draudimas 1864–1882 m.
[Imperial Bureaucracy and the Ban on the Latin Script for the Lithuanian Language, 1864–1882], in: Raidžiǐ
draudimo metai (see fn. 3), pp. 111-137, here pp. 128 f.; Mikhail Dolbilov, Prevratnosti kirilizacii: zapret
Latinicy i bjurokratiþeskaja rusifikacija litovcev v Vilenskom general-gubernatorstve 1864–1882 gg.
[Vicissitudes of Cyrillization: The Ban on the Latin Alphabet and Bureaucratic Russification of the
Lithuanians in the Vilno General-Governorship, 1864–1882], in: Ab Imperio (2005), Nr. 2, pp. 255-296, here
p. 277.
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was well aware of this grammar; he had himself reviewed it very favorably a year after its
publication.6
(1) Juška’s <ຨ> was modeled upon East Prussian <ñ>; cf. Ǜຨȁ 33 ~ duok ‘give’ (SchlG
<C 267 ‘idem’); ǺȇǼBȉຨȈŅȊȈ 36 ~ greituosius ‘the fast ones; acc. pl.’ (SchlG ?=JKAMK
208 ‘the good ones; acc. pl.’); ǽǷȂŅຨȉA 37 ~ žaliuoti ‘to become, to appear green’
(SchlG ý9DALA 161 ‘idem’); BຨǻǷȈ 13 ~ juodas ‘black’ (SchlG B<9K 306 ‘idem’); ǣ°Ȅຨ
5 ~ mơnuo ‘moon’ (SchlG E°ŝFñ 263 ‘idem’).
(2) <°> was accepted from East Prussian <°>; cf. ǝȝȇǺȊǽ°Ȃȝ 9 ~ ÿAJ?Mÿ°DA ‘little horse;
voc. sg.’ (SchlG ýAJ?Mý°ŝDAK 313 ‘little horse; nom. sg.’); ȃȅȉȝȄ°Ȃ° 11 ~ EGLAF°D°
‘mummy, little mother’ (SchlG EGLMKR°ŝD° 316 ‘idem’); Ȉ°ǻ°; 6, 7 ~ K°<°K ‘will sit’
(SchlG K°<°ŝLA 251 ‘to sit’); ȉ°ǹȊȉ°Ȃȝ 10 ~ L°NML°DA ‘daddy, little father; voc. sg.’ (SchlG
L°ŝNG 288 ‘of father’).
(3) <B> was accepted from East Prussian and Lithuanian (maybe even Serbian) <B>; cf.
BǷȊȄȅBȝ 21 ~ jaunoji ‘the young one; voc. sg.’ (SchlG B~MLÄ 290 ‘ox; acc.sg.’); BȅȉA 18 ~
joti ‘to ride’ (SchlG BLA 268 ‘idem’); Jɭɫɭ 9 ~ BíKô ‘your; gen. pl.’ (SchlG BᇇKï 217
‘idem’); Ȉ°ǻ°BǷȊ 37 ~ K°<°B9M ‘I was sitting’ (SchlG C:GB9M 249 ‘I was hanging’).
(4) <> was accepted from East Prussian and Lithuanian <>, cf. Ⱥɧą 16 ~ 9F ‘that one;
acc. sg.’ (SchlG 9Fˁ195 ‘idem’); ǗȊȁȏȉ 8 ~ 9MCçL ‘high; acc. sg.’ (SchlG ?J 203
‘good; acc. sg.’); ǙǷBȄAȁ 6, ǹǷBȄAȁ 7 ~ N9AFAC ‘wreath; acc. sg.’ (SchlG N9AFC 322
‘idem’); ǝAȇǺ 7, 8 ~ ÿAJ? ‘horse; acc. sg.’ (SchlG HF 175 ‘mister; acc. sg.’); ǡ 41
~ C ‘what’ (SchlG Cˁ322 ‘idem’).
(5) <²> was accepted from East Prussian and Lithuanian <²>, cf. ȁȊȁຨBǷȄȎ² 41 ~
CMCMGB9F¦A ‘one which cuckoos; acc. sg. f.’ (SchlG <?9F;R² ‘one which burns; acc.
sg. f.’); ȆȇǷȆຨȂ²Ȉ 34 ~ HJ9HMGD²K ‘one which has disappeared’ (SchlG ~M?²K 210 ‘one
which has grown’); ȉǷǹ² 6, 7 ~ tave ‘you; acc. sg.’ (SchlG LNౘ 216 ‘idem’); ȉ²Ȅ 36 ~
ten ‘there’ (SchlG L˅221 ‘idem’).
(6) <Ä> was accepted from East Prussian <Ä>, cf. ǷȁȃǼȄ°ȂÄ 34 ~ 9CE=F°DÄ ‘little stone;
acc. sg.’ (SchlG ~CE=FÄ 191 ‘stone; acc. sg.’); ǸțȇȄȊǽ°ȂÄ 34 ~ :=JFMÿ°DÄ ‘little lad;
acc. sg.’ (SchlG :=JFᇆýÄ 332 ‘idem’); ÄǸȇȅȂÄ 7 ~ Ä:JGDÄ ‘to brother’ (SchlG ːEKL
330 ‘to the city’); ÄȃAȄ° 16 ~ ÄEAF° ‘trod in’ (SchlG Ä=ˍL327 ‘to come in’); ȁǷȠȄțȂÄ 8
~ kalnelƳ ‘little hill; acc. sg.’ (SchlG <}D?Ä 182 ‘scythe; acc. sg.’); ȏÄ 10 ~ Ä ‘this; acc.
sg.’ (SchlG KRː197, 326 ‘idem’).
(7) <ະ> was accepted from East Prussian <ô>, cf. ȆǷȁǷBະ 34 ~ H9C9Bô ‘room; acc. sg.’
(SchlG <}F?ô 190 ‘sky; heaven; acc. sg.’); ȈǷȂǻະ 16 ~ K9D<ô ‘sweet; acc. sg.’ (SchlG
?J~ýô 205 ‘nice; acc. sg.’).
All these (and many more) features were absent from the Russian Cyrillic alphabet which
was promoted by the Russian functionaries in Lithuania for the Lithuanian script.
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See Jonas Juška, ɂ. ɘɲɤɟɜɢɱɶ, “Ɂɚɩɢɫɤɚ ɨ ɤɧɢɝɦ Ⱥ. ɒɥɟɣɯɟɪɚ: ‘Handbuch der Litauischen Sprache’. Prag
1856”, ɋɚɧɤɬɩɟɬɟɪɛɭɪɝɴ: ɜɴ ɬɢɩɨɝɪɚɮiɢ ɢɦɩɟɪɚɬɨɪɫɤɨɣ ɚɤɚɞɟɦiɢ ɧɚɭɤɴ 1857.
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Obviously Juška was strongly influenced by the traditions of Lithuanian texts in Eastern
Prussia and in Lithuania.7 This took place even before Standard Lithuanian emerged.
2. Standard Lithuanian
Also in 1876 in Halle Friedrich Kuršaitis (Kurschat) published his Grammatik der
Littauischen Sprache (further: KršG). This was the most exhaustive Lithuanian grammar
ever written. Kuršaitis also based his norms mostly on the writings of East Prussia (the
southwestern Highland Lithuanian dialect). Kuršaitis intended his grammar, though, for
Lithuanians in Lithuania as well (he traveled throughout Lithuania to get acquainted with
the linguistic data there). His grammar was printed in Latin letters too as was Schleicher’s –
not only to follow in the footsteps of Schleicher’s grammar but to match the tradition of
Lithuanians in Lithuania as well. Kuršaitis’ grammar was also very influential and had
many followers. For instance, the editors of the famous newspaper Aušra (1883–1886),
printed in East Prussia, were clearly inclined to follow the norms of Kuršaitis’ grammar.
On the other hand, linguists have often pointed out the connection of the newspaper
Aušra with the emergence of modern Standard Lithuanian. For example, Petras Jonikas
claimed that the southwestern Highland dialect became the obvious basis for Standard
Lithuanian in the first Lithuanian national newspaper Aušra, which was intended for all
Lithuanians.8 Zigmas Zinkeviþius also was of the opinion that “The evident distinctive and
generally accepted date is 1883 – the appearance of the first Lithuanian national newspaper;
it is crucial in the determination of the emergence of the modern standard language.9
Literary activists of that time also understood that Standard Lithuanian (the so-called
common language) was created by that time. For example, in his letter of December 23,
1885 to Rev. Aleksandras Burba, Serafinas Laurynas Kušeliauskas admonished that “one
has to adopt the common language when writing for Highland and Lowland Lithuanians”.10
This means that by 1885 we have proof that Lithuanians were certain about the
emergence of Standard Lithuanian in Latin script, event if it was carried out by means of
clandestine publications. The tradition of printing in the Southwestern Highland Lithuanian
dialect in East Prussia ultimately produced modern Standard Lithuanian. Nineteen years
after the initiation of the prohibition this prohibited Standard Lithuanian was perceptibly
and palpably evident.
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For more details of Juška’s orthographical changes cf. Giedrius Subaþius, The Letter <B> and Lithuanian
Cyrillic Script: Two Language Planning Strategies in the Late Nineteenth Century, in: Journal of Baltic
Studies 39 (2008), No. 1, pp. 73-82, here pp. 76 ff.
Petras Jonikas, Lietuviǐ kalba ir tauta amžiǐ bǌvyje [The Lithuanian Language and Nation through the
Ages]. ýikaga 1987, p. 293.
Zigmas Zinkeviþius, Lietuviǐ kalbos istorija 4. Lietuviǐ kalba XVIII–XIX a. [History of Lithuanian 4. The
Lithuanian Language in 18–19th Centuries]. Vilnius 1990, p. 5.
Quoted after Jurgita Venckienơ, Trisdešimt šeši Aukso altoriaus maldaknygơs leidimai (1885–1907):
santykis su bendrinơs kalbos raida [Thirty-Six Editions of the Prayer-Book Aukso Altorius (Golden Altar;
1885–1907) and the Development of Standard Lithuanian], in: Archivum Lithuanicum 7 (2005), pp. 93-122,
here p. 96.
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3. After the Emergence of Standard Lithuanian
3.1. Eduardas Volteris, 1887
One more significant exception in the philological history of the Lithuanian Cyrillic script
after Juška’s book was Eduardas Volteris’ Divine Liturgy (1887). He also introduced
a great number of changes in the process of adaptation of the Russian alphabet for
Lithuanian. Some orthographical features coincided with those used by Juška twenty years
before; for example:
(1) <෫>: ǛǷȄǺສȈǼ 20 ~ danguose ‘in the skies, in the heavens’; ǻ෫Ȉȉ 3 ~ duost ‘gives’; Ȅ෫Ǻ
33 ~ nuog ‘from’; ȉ෫Ȉ 24 ~ tuos ‘those; acc. pl.’
(2) <°>: ǷǹAȄ°ŝȂAȈ 30 ~ avinơlis ‘little lamb’; ǹ°ŝBǷȈ 3 ~ vơjas ‘wind’; Ǻ~ȇǸ° 21 ~ garbơ
‘honor’; ǽÆ~ȃ° 21 ~ žemơ ‘earth’.
(3) <B>: ǻAB~ȁȅȄǷȈ 8 ~ diakonas ‘deacon’; BAȈ 3 ~ jis ‘he’; ǦǷȁ~BȊȈ 9 ~ pakajus ‘peace’;
ȏǹȔȄȉພBȊ 6 ~ çN=FLôBô ‘of saints; gen. pl.’
But Volteris did not follow Juška’s pattern for the nasal letters <>, <²>, <Ä>, and <ô>.
Juška had used all four of those diacritical letters and Volteris introduced only one new
letter <> for the nasal [n] (!) which he invented himself and composed with the four nondiacritical letters <9>, <=>, <A>, and <Ȋ> respectively: <9>, <=>, <A>, and <Ȋ>; for
example, ǻǷȄǺພ 31 ~ <9F?ô ‘(from the) heavens; gen. pl.’; BA 31 ~ BÄ ‘him’; ȂAȉȊȇǺ๑BǷ 21
~ liturgiją ‘liturgy; acc. sg.’; ȆǷȈǷພȂǼ 21 ~ H9K9MD² ‘world; acc. sg.’
Beside the features from the Latin-script based Lithuanian texts that Volteris shared
with Juška (borrowed from him), Volteris introduced some orthographic peculiarities that
were absent in Juška’s Lithuanian Folk Songs. For instance the diacritics that signified
vowel length were very similar to those used in Kuršaitis’ grammar. Obviously Kuršaitis’
text might have influence on Volteris as well:
(1) <ĺ>: ȃǽAȄBȊ 24 ~ 9EÿAFôBô ‘of those eternal; gen. pl.’ (cf. KršG <A<ûAëBí 247 ‘of
those big; gen. pl.’, although the macron diacritic here was used slightly in a different
way); Bĺ 10 ~ Bô ‘of them’ (cf. KršG Bë<NA°Bí 240 ‘of them two’); ȃȈȊ 6, 24 ~ EíKô
‘our’ (cf. KršG EᇇĀí 234 ‘idem’); ȉ°ŝǹĺ 9 ~ L°Nô ‘of fathers; gen. pl.’ (cf. KršG LDLí
143 ‘of bridges; gen. pl.’).
(2) <>: ϻȃǽAȄȊ 11 ~ 9EÿAFM ‘(with) eternal’; ȃǽÆȊ 18 ~ 9EÿAô ‘of centuries; gen. pl.’
(cf. KršG ?ʜJB9A 250 ‘for the good one’; EDAF;ûAE 290 ‘for a loving [person]’).
Also Volteris was obviously influenced by Kuršaitis’ manner of marking the stress.
Kuršaitis introduced three different diacritics to signify the intonation of the stressed
syllables: acute <ŝ>, grave <Ŝ>, and circumflex <ş>. Volteris marked the stressed syllables
too, only he preferred using a single diacritical mark (acute) instead: ǷȉȂǼBǻˍȃȅ 18 ~
atleidimo ‘of forgiveness; gen. sg.’; ǦȇAȈAȁȠȈAȃǼ 20 ~ prisikelsime ‘(we) will resurrect’;
ȇǼૢȁǷȂȊ 18 ~ J=AC9Dô ‘of affairs; gen. pl.’ [Exceptions occur but they are very rare; cf.
ǷȊȁȏȉǷBŢş18 ~ 9MCçL9A ‘high’; ǻȇǷʩǺ 18 ~ drauge ‘together’; ȁǷȉȇຜ 18 ~ katru ‘(with) which
one; instr. sg.’]
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So obviously Volteris attempted to introduce certain orthographic features generally of
Latin-script based Lithuanian texts and of clandestine Standard Lithuanian in particular.
Those attempts were a big step away from the Russian orthography.
3.2. Translation of Julius Schiekopp’s grammar, 1891
In 1879 Julius Schiekopp published a Lithuanian grammar LitauiǕche Elementar=
Grammatik (further – SchiekG) in Tilsit (East Prussia). He did not write an original
grammar, he only shortened and adapted the grammar of Kuršaitis to meet the teaching
goals in Eastern Prussian schools. This grammar of Schiekopp’s was translated into
Russian (ɅɂɌɈȼɋɄȺə ȽɊȺɆɆȺɌɂɄȺ, 1891) by Jan Pajevski,11 who rendered
Lithuanian words and forms in Cyrillic letters as well. So actually the Lithuanian
grammatical data were originally from Kuršaitis’ grammar. Changing those Kuršaitis’
(Schiekopp’s) words into Cyrillic letters Pajevski also adopted some of their orthographic
features that were not present in Russian alphabet:
(1) <ຨ>: ȁǼȂȃຨȈ 10 ~ kelmuose ‘in stumps’ (cf. SchiekG C=DEñK 5); ȃ°ŝȄຨ 41 ~ mơnuo
‘month’ (cf. SchiekG ménĤ 17); ȃ฿Ȅȁȏȉຨȕ 76 ~ minkštuoju ‘(with) the soft one’ (cf.
SchiekG EˍFCKRLñBM 30); ȈສȂຨȈǼ 96 ~ suoluose ‘in benches’ (cf. SchiekG sólĤse 38).
(2) <°>: ǹ°ŝȖȈ 11 ~ vơjas ‘wind’ (cf. SchiekG wéjas 5); ǿȏǻǷǹ°BëȈ 20 ~ Aç<9N°BAK ‘traitor’
(cf. SchiekG AKR<9O=BøK 9); Ȉ°B°şȖȈ 12 ~ sơjơjas ‘sower’ (cf. SchiekG K=BB9K 6); ȉ°ŝǹǷȈ
12 ~ tơvas ‘father’ (cf. SchiekG téwas 6). Of importance here is the fact, that
Schiekopp did not use the letter <°> at all (in contrast to his prototype Kuršaitis’
grammar). Pajevski reinstituted the letter <°> as it was used in Kuršaitis’ original
grammar and in Standard Lithuanian. In other words, the norm of the clandestine
standard was strong enough to encourage Pajevski to accept the letter <°> into
Cyrillic.
(3) <B>: ǷȇȁȂǿB 19 ~ arklyje ‘in the horse’ (cf. SchiekG arklyjè 8); ǸǷBȇǷȈ 16 ~ bajoras
‘nobleman’ (cf. SchiekG :9BJ9K 7); joje 75 ~ joje ‘in her’ (cf. SchiekG jojè 28);
BȃǷȇȁǷȈ 18 ~ jomarkas ‘market’ (cf. SchiekG jómarkas 8).
(4) The letter <=> was also used to signify the standard Lithuanian sound [e] but not the
Russian sound; cf. ǸǼຌȎȖȊ 140 ~ :=˚¦A9M ‘I would disseminate’ (cf. SchiekG :=˚;ûA9M
56); ȉȅB ȆǷȎBGB ǻȪȄȅB 5 ~ tojè paþiojè dienojè ‘in the same day’ (cf. SchiekG tojè
pacĨiojè dienojè 3). The letter <=> was present in both the Latin and the Cyrillic
alphabets, but it had a different phonetic meaning in each alphabet. Pajevski took the
meaning from the Latin alphabet (from clandestine Standard Lithuanian) and
transferred it to his Cyrillic text. So the letter <=> here appears as a wolf in sheep’s
clothing. The influence of clandestine Standard Lithuanian seems indubitable here.
Moreover, in Pajevski’s version of Lithuanian Cyrillic the Lithuanian intonations were
marked the same way as they were, for instance, in Kuršaitis’ grammar. It means all three
diacritical marks for intonations were transferred into Pajevski’s Cyrillic (in contrast to the
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Cf. Kazys Grinius, Atsiminimai ir mintys 1 [Reflections and Thoughts 1]. Tübingen 1947, pp. 195 f.
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one in Volteris’ Divine Liturgy). We can surmise that the engraving and molding of these
special Cyrillic diacritical types required special effort and expense.
–

–

–

< Ѻ> for an ascending intonation: ǸǼຌǻǷǹȅ 138 ~ :=˚<9NG ‘used to disseminate’ (cf.
SchiekG :=˚<9OG 56), ǹǷ๚ȁȆǷȂǷ๚ȁǿ; 5 ~ N9¾CH9D9ACAK ‘brat’ (cf. SchiekG
waîkpalaîkis 3); ǺǷ๚ǻǽȕB 11 ~ ?9¾<ÿAMA ‘for the rooster; dat. sg.’ (cf. SchiekG gaîdĨiui
5); ȈǹǼȎ༉ 10 ~ KN=¦A˞ ‘of guests; gen. pl.’ (cf. SchiekG swecĨiû 5).
<ғ> for a descending intonation: ǸພǻǷǹǷȊ 125 ~ :ˠ<9N9M ‘I used to be’ (cf. SchiekG
búdawau 50); ɤɟɥɦáɦɫ 10 ~ kelmáms ‘for stumps’ (cf. SchiekG kelmáms 5); ȁຜȄǿȁȈ
13 ~ kùnigas ‘priest’ (cf. SchiekG kùniks 6); ȂǷBȁ฿ǻǷǹǷȊ 139 ~ laikýdavau ‘I used to
keep’ (cf. SchiekG laikýdawau 56).
< Ŝ> for a short accented syllable: ǺǼȇ}ȈǿȈ 76 ~ geràsis ‘the good one’ (cf. SchiekG
geràsis 31); ǻǹȤǻǼȏǿȃȉ 92 ~ dvìdešimt ‘twenty’ (cf. SchiekG dwìdeszimt 37); ǼȈຜ
124 ~ esù ‘I am’ (cf. SchiekG esù 50); ǽȅǻǽ҅ 11 ~ žodžiù ‘(with a) word; instr. sg.’

Pajevski’s grammar was the third Lithuanian Cyrillic book containing numerous evident
traces of Latin-script based Lithuanian or Standard Lithuanian texts. And this was intended
to be used in schools at least in part of the Lithuanian speaking territory,12 thus, it was
a convenient tool for disseminating the linguistic norms.
3.3. Holy History, 1896
There were several more books in Cyrillic script that imitated the features of clandestine
Standard Lithuanian. Russian functionaries could not easily discern this influence since
most of them did not read Lithuanian. And to discover this just by reading would not
suffice; it would require doing the research.
To discuss just one more example let’s take the book Holy History, which had been
originally printed in Latin letters in 1860, and was republished in Cyrillic script in 1896.
This book and almost all other Cyrillic publications that were affected by the Lithuanian
standard used the abovementioned letters <෫> and <B> and also rejected the frequent
Russian letters <ȑ>, and <Ȓ> (<ȑ> had no phonetic value and <Ȓ> had no equivalent sound
in Standard Lithuanian).
But there were many more things than only the letters that were changed. Along with
the orthographic features many linguistic peculiarities were modified too, according to the
model of clandestine Standard Lithuanian. The original 1860 edition in pre-standard
Lithuanian contained many Lowland Lithuanian (western and northwestern Lithuania)
dialectal features. But they were almost completely eliminated in the 1896 Cyrillic edition
and were replaced with the southwestern Highland (or standard) features. In the following
examples a pre-standard Lowland form is given on the left side and the Highland form
influenced by the clandestine standard on the right (phonetic or morphological differences
are outlined in bold-faced letters here):

_____________ ȱ
12

Cf. ibidem, p. 196.
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Lowland dialect, 1860
nebuwa 5 ~ nebuvo ‘it wasn’t’

Southwestern Highland (Standard)
Lithuanian, 1896
ȄǼǸȊǹƭ 5 ~ nebuvo

negiwena 5 ~ negyveno ‘it didn’t live’

ȄǼǺǿǹǼȄƭ 5 ~ negyveno

atsirand 5 ~ atsirand(a) ‘it occurs’

ǷȉȈǿȇǷȄƤƠ 5 ~ atsiranda

tujau 5 ~ tujau ‘soon’

L෫ȖȊ 5 ~ tuojau

Tan pat dieną 5 ~ tą pat dieną ‘the same
day’
jus 5 ~ juos ‘them; acc. pl.’

ǩƠȆǷȎȖǻȪȄǷ 5 ~ tą paþią dieną

kunegajksztis 5 ~ kunigaikštis ‘duke’

ȁȊȄƨǺǷBȁȏȉǿȈ 5 ~ kunigaikštis

prisz 5 ~ pryš ‘before’

ȆȇȪȏ 5 ~ prieš

pargaleje 6 ~ pargalơjo ‘defeated’

ȆƥȇǺǷȂǼBƭ 5 ~ pergalơjo

undenu 6 ~ (v)andenǐ ‘of waters; gen.
pl.’
upis 6 ~ upys ‘rivers; nom. pl.’

ƢƠƬǻǼȄȕ 6 ~ vandeniǐ

szaltenej 6 ~ šalteniai ‘springs, sources’

ȏǷȂȉƨȄȖB 6 ~ šaltiniai

idant szwiestu dienu, pagaá 6 ~ idant
šviestǐ diena pagal ‘so that it shines
during the day’
Ĩwajzdziu 6 ~ žvaizdžiǐ ‘of stars’

ǿǻǷȄȉȏǹȪȈȉȊƤȪƬƠ 6 ~ idant šviestǐ dieną
ǽǹǷBƣƦǻǽȕ 6 ~ žvaigždžiǐ

giwolej 6 ~ gyvoliai ‘animals’

ǺǿǹƲȂȖB 6 ~ gyvuliai

pradieje 7 ~ pradơjo ‘began’

ȆȇǷǻƥjƭ ~ pradơjo

aukiet, dauginkieties ir pripildikiet ĨiamĊ
7 ~ aukiat, dauginkiatơs ir pripildykiat
žemĊ ‘grow, multiply, and fill the earth’
obuáu 7 ~ obulǐ ‘of apples’

ǷȊǺȁƨȉǼ ǻǷȊǺǿȄȁƨȉǼ ǿȇ ȆȇǿȆǿȂǻǿȁƨȉǼ
ǽǼȃǼ 6 ~ aukite, dauginkite ir pripildykite
žemĊ
ȅǸ෫Ȃȕ 7 ~ obuoliǐ

ȕƭȈ 5 ~ juos

ȊȆƥư 6 ~ upơs

There should remain no doubt about the influence of clandestine Standard Lithuanian in
Latin letters on this 1896 Holy History Lithuanian text in Cyrillic.
4. Conclusion
In 1864 on introducing the Russian letters for Lithuanian certain Russian functionaries were
inclined to believe that the Russian alphabet would bring some standardization for
Lithuanian. But the Russian functionaries that planned the standardization in Cyrillic were
not insightful enough to foresee that opposite would happen.
Paradoxically, during the prohibition of the Latin script the clandestine Lithuanian
standard was developed through the texts, written in Lithuania and abroad, but printed only
abroad (mostly in East Prussia and in the United States) and smuggled (back) to Lithuania
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for distribution. Clandestine Standard Lithuanian became powerful enough to penetrate the
official texts in Cyrillic. Thus, even in the environment of the illegal development the
Latin-script based written Lithuanian achieved the status of a standard language and had an
evident effect on the books in Cyrillic-Lithuanian script. This influence became more and
more conspicuous in the later phases of the ban on Latin letters.
The denunciation of the prohibition was a sign of the tense political situation in the
Empire, but it also was a result of “the lost battle” of the Russian alphabet against the
clandestine one. Clandestine Standard Lithuanian had triumphed over the attempts at
a different official standard in Cyrillic even before the ban was lifted.
Generally, there was no strong intellectual potential to work on Cyrillic Lithuanian.
Most of the texts after approximately 1890 were only printed outside Lithuania (in Warsaw,
Poland, which was also a part of the Russian Empire at the time). Even some Lithuanians
that were in favor of the Cyrillic script might have felt as if they were “forgotten” – nobody
cared enough to prepare books in Cyrillic for them in numbers that would enable more or
less effective competition. Nor did anybody bother to change the policy of prohibition
when it was understood that the prohibition was a failure. The clandestine standard started
to absorb and finally swallowed up those weakening attempts to make a separate standard
in Cyrillic letters. Only a very insignificant number of Lithuanian Cyrillic books was
published in the last years before the abolishment of the prohibition.
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